Write from the Heart

Writing Workshops for PSCI Patients and Caregivers

FREE WORKSHOPS

July 21, 28, August 4, 11 2016 • 4:30- 6:30 pm • Room T2500

To register email CenterStage@hmc.psu.edu or call: (717)531-6421

The Word is Out!

Creative writing - from the heart – supports cancer recovery.

These uplifting, be-who-you-are workshops awaken the creative spirit, gently, without intimidation. Taught in an atmosphere of warmth, whimsy, and trust, they are a safe haven for experienced and first-timers, alike, especially those who long to write more freely, by overcoming perfectionism and self-doubt. No grades, grammar or competition. No punctuation, spelling, or red pen. Sharing is optional. Mischief, a must! Discover how writing, without fear, has the power to console, illuminate, and heal us.
Write from the Heart

Writing Workshops for PSCI Patients and Caregivers

TAUGHT BY:

Melissa Greene

Melissa Greene is a full-time fiction writer, poet, and writing coach, devoted to bringing out the best in creative people. Fascinated with writing as a therapeutic tool, she created Write From The Heart Creative Writing Workshops, in 2001, to share her belief that the act of writing—made simple—promotes joy, mindfulness, and calm. She teaches adults, children and teens, collaborates with schools and therapists; and leads workshops for cancer patients and caregivers, at the Milton S. Hershey Penn State Cancer Institute and the Lancaster General Health Ann B. Barshinger Cancer Institute, Pennsylvania.

www.writefromtheheart.us
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